
Videographer

Regenerative Farming Greece has set out the goal to create a vibrant learning community

around regenerative farming in Greece, to support farmers in their transition to a farming

operation, that regenerates ecosystems while being resilient to climatic and economic

challenges.

Sharing knowledge through engaging videos shedding light on successful farming

operations and creating videos that change the narrative and can inspire a whole generation

and nation of farmers to live up to their role of eco-systems regenerators, will be our job.

If this mission excites you and you think you should join our team as a videographer,  we

will be happy to get to know you!

What Qualifications you should bring with you

● Knowledge
○ You are familiar with topics of sustainability and their communication
○ computer software used for planning, editing and scripting
○ post-production techniques
○ drone pilot licence

● Skills
○ You create videos for various audiences in various formats, with a high sense

for visual aesthetics and details
○ Your ability to think creatively and out of the box helps you create stunning

videos
○ Ability to work in fast-paced, rapidly changing environment // You can handle

different project types in different filming environments

● Traits
○ You appreciate working in a multicultural team and are agile and can adapt

easily to a changing schedule and tasks
○ You are solution oriented and motivated to advance and learn



○ You think outside of the box, have imagination and creativity
○ You have a clean working mode and deliver on time
○ Your language is positive and respectful

Your responsibilities will be

● Filming video on set and on location
● Conduct interviews
● Editing footage after recording
● Adding computer graphics, closed captioning and special effects to footage
● Upload the videos on our platforms (youtube, website)
● Create reels for our social media platforms
● Support the creative team with the video shoots planning and plan shooting

itineraries
● Support the content curation for our video platform
● Additional duties as requested

Logistics:
Start: Mid-end of March
Part-time
Hybrid position, partly work from distance and on site

How to apply:

Use this google form to apply. The application deadline can be found in the form.

Attach a motivation letter and previous works of you

https://forms.gle/oRPb7DpCJykp8vcm9

